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4/6/1990 HATONN
Hatonn present in the Light of the Radiant One and in the service of Divine
Source.
Let us communicate—again--regarding negative bursts of poison pen letters,
slings and arrows. You must feast upon the goodness which is offered and not
upon the negatives. Man is terrified of that which is being brought down upon
him and what he fears he destroys if at all possible. He has help, remember,
for the dark brotherhood urges him to close his eyes, ears and mind. You
ones must allow of that process for yours is to send the word forth and
"allow" man to pick of it up. If you also do of your brothers labor how shall he
come into his own responsibility? Ponder it. Yours, Dharma, is to write--you
cannot bear the burden of ALL for just as a hen with chicks--the chick must
learn to forage for self, stand guard and leave the nest to be independent. All
of this comes successfully after the hen has taught the chicks "how-to".
Knowledge! But to be successful, it must be knowledge in truth lest the chicks
follow the lie, move into open ground and be eaten by the hawk.
Why does Sananda not come and give more lessons? He is always present
lest we stumble, chela. Man simply cannot bring himself to accept, at this
point, that the Master Christos would speak of death camps and
governmental collusion. The churches and cults have projected that Christ is
above all, still upon a cross and coming forth to float the masses of
"believers" unto the clouds. That is why you are constantly bombarded with
"God or Christ would not speak of these crude and vulgar things!" and the
masses pick up the chant. It is better, at this time, that I bring the more
physical, earthly facts into your attention. When we finish our "situation and
circumstance" journals, the Masters shall bring more support of written
nature unto you beloved ones. However, at this time you are all still running
about as the scattered chicks believing all or nothing or changing as the
winds for the most part. It is most understandable and, although
discouraging, it does show that some are truly beginning to ponder and think
with reason and logic. You are only being allowed to pick up either the
extreme of support and positive input or the cruel and negative blasts. There
are hundreds of thousands who will be in the believing as we bring truth
which is "different" and then proves itself in the light of men coming forth to
confess and confirm. You must be in patience until we move further, chelas of
the burden.
We honor all men for their own belief and love them for their perfection of
God's creation. That does not mean that we honor the actions nor the evil
intent abiding within. Our hand is ever extended, we have no cult nor
"church", we have a job of informing and walking together toward a survival
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of a remnant of "a better way". We do not dig holes and hide in cults to save
the few--we offer knowledge (already upon your placement) into integration
that ALL may have access to truth of "how it is" and that which you may do
to improve thy lot. We "take" from no man, we share that which is allowed
and we come in total peace and light of God. You who bear the heavy burden
this day have borne as heavy or heavier before--this time ye shall prevail.
Dharma, you ponder of Little Crow with great pain as ones come into your
circle of attention and suggest he denounces Hatonn and the Journals and
does not sufficiently welcome Journal "believers" overwhelmingly into his
"church". Beloved one, his mission is to bring the Ancient Teachings into the
light of physical perception in absolute truth—his is to tell of the oral myths of
truth and bring the people back into balance. Blessed is he who carries his
mission without burdening his brother in their work. He must not welcome
with any more gratitude unto ones who visit his "church" because of
Sananda, Hatonn or George Green. Do you understand this which I say? His
first mission is to bring back his own tribes of the Bird tribes back into
balance and harmony that they may serve the Mother planet and prepare for
the next step in evolution and birthing. His pain far surpasses any of yours
for his people have been so exploited and scattered and although ye are all
ultimately ONE, in your manifestation upon a planet in physical format--ye
differ as the sparrow differs from the Eagle--all birds but all in difference in
habits, food, teachings, missions and on and on. His human needs are the
same and more so, for he is in such a minority and such expectations of
perfections are thrust upon him for his stature and yet, man condemns—not
forgives or assists--he pounds and picks and then takes and utilizes the most
sacred events and rituals in exploitation and diminishes them in tainting by
human means. Man must go unto Little Crow's placement for the joy and
acceptance and true desire to receive that which is truth FROM LITTLE CROW
AND HIS ANCIENT KNOWLEDGE--NOT BECAUSE SOME SPACE CADET GAVE
HIM CREDENCE. I, HATONN, CANNOT--NOR DO I HAVE AUTHORITY OR
AUDACITY TO SANCTION NOR GIVE CREDENCE TO LITTLE CROW, FOR I AM
BUT HUMBLE IN HIS PRESENCE. HIS TASK IS FAR MORE DIFFICULT THAN
THAT OF MINE AND EQUAL OR MORE STRESS IS PUT INTO HIS EXISTENCE
AND MORE PITFALLS IN HIS PATHWAY. HE SHALL DO THAT WHICH HE MUST
DO AND YOU WILL DO THAT WHICH YOU MUST DO--AND BROTHERS YE
SHALL FOREVER REMAIN AND WHEN YE HAVE GROWN ABOVE THE
WEAKNESS, DHARMA, AND INTO THE TOTAL STRENGTH OF YOUR MISSION,
YE WILL FIND THINE BROTHER IN THINE DWELLING---CHELA, BELOVED
CHELA, THE WAY CANNOT BE OF EASE FOR YE CANNOT BE MIDDLE GROUND
SCRIBE--YE MUST EITHER TURN AWAY IN DOUBT OR STAND FORTH IN
TRUTH--YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF TRUTH—NOT SISTER'S AND NOT LITTLE
CROW'S--DHARMA'S.
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As we bring forth information unknown to but the very tiny segments—far
smaller segments than coveted-up a few UFOs or Conspiratorial Government
cliques and into the German Nazi/Japanese/United States conspiracy—YOU
must be confident that we give you truth for you must not waiver in thine
own mission of receiving. You will have as much support as from the other
subject matter for the confirmation will come forth just as with OTHER
LOSSES and from other daring witnesses and authors.
I have much correspondence stacked and waiting response but I would like to
respond herein to one or two questions, please. To the one who would send
information to Udall--please take careful thought—he is a handpicked
member of the Cartel/Conspiracy. He is a chosen member of the President of
the U.S.'s ecology advisers. The conspiracy cartel has a way of doing that-putting dangerous people into nice, safe slots to contain them and keep the
magnifying glass upon their activities. Well-meaning persons are kept
controlled in that manner. A brochure sent is fine, demanding attention as a
citizen—wonderful but remember, if you press these controlled individuals too
greatly--they come down on the side of "get rid of troublemakers". Use
moderation at all times, fanatics will be taken out by the cartel as dangerous.
But you ones must take a stand and we are prepared for the bombardment if
negative in response—do that which you are truly "guided" to do and your
errors shall not be great. Once you have asked for guidance, you shall have it
and you, as an individual, cannot always know what good can come from a
self-perceived error. Truth kept beneath the bushel is of no value what-soever and the "ones at the top" already know of the Journals and they are
written in such manner as to "touch" the proper receivers and readers and
trigger the conscious reception of "a call". If truth falls upon the incorrect
personage it will be cast aside. WE MAY NOT HIDE IN FEAR OF DISCOVERY
OF THE JOURNALS OF TRUTH--FOR THE VERY BRINGING FORTH IS OUR
MISSION. DO NOT DELIBERATELY BRING ATTENTION TO EARTH BROTHER
BUT THE TRUTH MUST GO FORTH UNTO ALL, NOT JUST A CHOSEN FEW WHO
ALREADY BELIEVE ANYWAY. I EFFORT TO BRING CLARITY; I FEAR I MAY NOT
HAVE SUCCEEDED IN SOME INSTANCES--LISTEN TO THINE OWN GUIDANCE
AND YOU WILL BE GIVEN TO KNOW DIRECTION AND ACTIONS.
Another question which is most urgent, indeed--that of "races" and "colors".
It is so sad that leaders feel forced into being fanatics and "trouble-makers"
in order to bring equality unto a troubled people. Listen carefully to that
which the leaders proclaim--if they proclaim violence, do not take that within
for force and violence is not of God. Violence and injustice is of evil--and yes,
ye are in the very pit of evil chaos. It is extremely painful and difficult if one
dwells in interracial situations for the pain of the conspiracy to cause confusion and hate is doubled. God made man in His image--that is soul image and
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has naught to do with color, creed or status—those things are creations of
human. Know the difference and hold to the difference tenaciously.
Remember, "In the ending times brother would rise against brother, nations
against nations and families would be split asunder, spouse against spouse
and children ripped apart from parents . . . "--you are in the time of Kali
(Chaos) and you must press your way through in knowledge, a better way
and without force for you must "lead" not "force against free-will", neither do
you "sell" God. Man must ask for God's active presence as his shield and no
other can force or coerce his brother or sister into acceptance. The brother
forced will turn against the forcer. Truth is total "allowance be it considered
"right" or "wrong" for you know not thy brother's mission nor commitment.
In this placement there are none greater than another, no gurus, guru ma's,
manmade church doctrines--just people efforting at doing a better and
honorable job with total integrity that ones DESIRE to participate-not follow-"walk with" and share talents that the "whole" can come into perfection of
structure. Each must come into his own clearance and protection of the
Lighted Shield. Dharma must come into knowingness of the truth which she
brings to paper, the editors must shield themselves in Light that the words
and meanings not be changed and the Publisher and Distributors must use
equal discretion and insight and then the readers must recognize their message and see wherein their personal talents fit within the wondrous plan-NONE ARE GREATER THAN ANOTHER NOR PRONOUNCE "THEIR" TRUTH-THEY TAKE AND SHARE THAT WHICH IS GIVEN WITHOUT MORE THAN THEIR
SANCTION OF PERSONAL "BELIEF" BUT NOT OF COERCION.
YOUR GIFTS ARE GREATLY ACCEPTED ONLY FOR THE WORK; THERE IS
MUCH WORK TO BE DONE BUT NEVER FOR THE PARTICIPANT'S ENRICHMENT
NOR FOR SOME WONDROUS "TEMPLE". GOD NEEDS NO TEMPLES--HE HAS
EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU AS HIS TEMPLE AND MOST ARE SIMPLY IN
DISREPAIR. THY GIFTS ARE ACCEPTED IN GRATEFUL AND HUMBLE
APPRECIATION IN THE SANCTITY OF CONFIDENCE AND HONOR UNTO THE
GIVER—NEVER DEMANDED NOR INFERRED COERCION TO "TAKE" THAT
WHICH IS PERCEIVED TO BE THINE.
Men might accuse you of claiming to be "Jesus" or "Christ"--nay, ye are but
His forerunners. He always sends messengers—ye will be given to know when
He is present in physical format and it will not be given through a physical
self-proclaiming of "I Am". Each and all bear the label of I AM for ye are of
fragments of God Creator and make of thine own created journey. The
entity(s) ye await are yet most private and await their proper sequence of
performance upon thine stage. You will be given to know when the lead
actors appear on the stage to fulfill their roles. Ye attend unto thine own
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parts and allow them to attend to theirs. So be it.
We are going to go into great depth of reasoning and disclosure regarding the
subjects carried within the latest Journal. Ones coming into information prior
to publication of that Journal may find it a bit hard to contemplate or
understand that which I bring forth. You are advised to get the Journal as
soon as possible for I cannot take the time of ALL to rewrite the book in the
Express. Yet, it is information you must be getting in full measure NOW! Your
very existence depends on how you respond to this most advanced
information. Not that the information would incite to overdone actions but
truth gives insight and can block the Conspirator's ability to enslave you for
at this point your Constitution is not yet dead--but is dying, my friends.

GERMANY'S ROLE FROM THE ANTARCTIC
As described in SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET, the 13th Journal, in this interim
time, please accept the possibility of truth of that which I say until proof is
brought unto you. Let us hypothesize "as if' so that you can be accepting to
the extent of beginning to accept the reasoning and knowledge of those
things which have happened and not yet come into your attention.
Remember that secrets are only those things which have not come into your
knowledge. So herein we must speak of secrets and bring them from the
closets into Light whereby they become knowledge and no longer secret!
At the ending of the World War II, Hitler took a large contingent of military
submarines, young men, and "space" technology of rocketry, beam weapons,
flying discs, atomic weaponry and other myriads of technical information to
huge bases in the Antarctic. In the following years pursuant to that
occurrence (some 45 years) the information and technology has been
perfected by several of your various countries of your planet. Please just
effort to accept this as possible truth and hold it aside for that is not my
subject at this writing.
The subject is the fact that with them went counterfeiting plates of
perfection. The British pound notes were a prime target and utilized greatly in
five-pound notes before the war's end to the extent that the five-pound notes
were removed from circulation by the British government. (Please, chelas,
these are things you can check out for yourselves in factual publications and
public information.)
The Swiss currency was also perfected in counterfeit capability but the
greatest and most destructive to the economy of the world--was the U.S.
DOLLAR in all denominations.
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Billions of dollars have subsequently flooded the various markets and
countries of the world. It is not for small drug counterfeiting operations that
the U.S. government must change the currency, it is to stop the tidal wave of
perfectly printed dollars which continue to flood the world.
These dollars have bought up foreign control of countries, economies and
peoples.

THE JAPAN CONNECTION
The tiny country of Japan has been the primary source of the spread of these
dollars. It was with negotiation and total agreement with your government
for the Conspiracy felt they could bring it all under control at a point chosen
to be expeditious by themselves. It hasn't quite worked out that well.
It was agreed that in exchange for not pulling the curtain down, the Japanese
would buy the debt of the U.S. in profound measure—which they have now
done. The Japanese were also expected to sit still for whatever "big U.S.
brother" desired within the PLAN. WELL, THE BOAT IS ROCKING TO THE
POINT OF SWAMPING. NOTHING THE U.S. DOES IS ABLE TO BRING THE
JAPANESE MARKET TO DESTRUCTION NOR BRING THE JAPANESE
GOVERNMENT TO ITS KNEES. THEY CAN NOW THUMB THEIR NOSES AT YOU
AND YOU CAN DO NOTHING ABOUT IT—EXCEPT HAVE ALL OUT NUCLEAR
WAR AND EVEN THEN, YOU CAN'T "WIN".
The Japanese have invested in the assistance of all the newly formed
democracies. Even the money the U.S. gives away is Japanese funding. The
Japanese are buying up the debts of foreign nations so that the U.S. cannot
foreclose and control who defaults and when. IT HAS THROWN THE
CONSPIRATORS IN CHAOS.
The Japans have bought more than 60 percent of your recall. But—the
Japanese said "Oh no you don't or we will ........."
Your conferences with your Soviet and British, etc., allies is to try to reach
some significant solution as to that which might be done.
The Japanese have been very careful planners. Japan and America hold over
70 percent of all production in the world—funded by the Japanese.
The only hope to regain control is a mandatory WAR wherein the President
can take control of the banks, etc., by emergency order—but that is not a
real solution because the Japanese are major, major bank holders and
owners and the secret would be blown wide open!
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Can you see that the only recourse left to the major powers and conspirators
is a World War or capitulation? You, dear ones, are the simple pawns which
are "to be annihilated" at any rate for you overpopulate the globe by some 5
billion persons.

NOTHING IS AS IT APPEARS
There are some most shocking things to come into your world attention from
the days of the World War II, etc. You have been told things which are totally
deceitful lies and truth will boggle your mind at this point. But as you gain
insight and begin to see the reason and logical progression of the truth you
will come into comfort with the knowledge of the truth of the facts and,
hopefully, most uncomfortable with the status of things as they impact you
the people.
Now the other major countries of the world will move into war to prevent the
U.S. from making a currency switch--because the entire of the world must
have that financial assistance to even survive. Your own markets are being
shorn up artificially to allow for some measure of preparation and yet, there
is nothing upon which all this money is funded and therefore value is zilch
and the extensions are worldwide. The "One-ups-men" have been "One
upped". Again, you citizens are caught in the trap laid forth for you. While
you slept, Japan and the German fragments worked diligently in their
schools, factories and brainwashing of the masses. Now it comes to all-out
battle to decide who will rule your globe. There is coming a massive drawing
up of "sides" and the handwriting is spread in very large print across the
walls and pages of current history.

— WHAT CAN YOU DO?
Well, I guess I would sort of look at seeing if some of those lovely Japanese
investors might help you with your printing business and factories, etc. They
are delightful brothers and might just save your assets. What you "think" is
owned by them is only the tip of the iceberg--they own your country and
probably will fend off nuclear war by pulling from strength for a while
longer—unless the foolish conspirators do something totally insane—which
they do plan, but consequences are too insecure for the risk--hopefully.
You were warned from many voices about a nuclear war prior to the end of
this month of April--shudder now, for that was projected and placed on the
drawing boards of your elite. However, it has been placed there before and
you run on probabilities and possibilities of action and either can change
through free-will actions.
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Any rumors of things such as French guillotines being sold to the U.S. "for
placement in concentration camps" should tell you the story. You ones
chuckle and say that must be within the IRS---not far from truth in sick
humor. It will not be a guillotine which will be utilized, that would be torture
terror tactics--the subtle approach will be wipe out through biological and
chemical focused death areas.
How many of you are aware that Israel is outfitting every citizen (literally) as
all Palestinians are excluded, with all the equipment to survive chemical
warfare? Masks, complete beds for babes, clothing, etc. Does that not
concern you greatly?
ONES CLAIM THAT THE JOURNALS ARE DANGEROUS. HOW DANGEROUS IS
IGNORANCE? WHAT HARM WILL A SUPPLY OF GAS MASKS LIKELY DO FOR
THE ISRAELIS IF NOTHING HAPPENS? PERHAPS A THREE-FOOT SPACE IN
THE CLOSET AND A POUND IN THE PURSE? WHAT HAPPENS IF THE DANGER
IS REAL? AN ENTIRE NATION OF UNPREPARED AND VERY DEAD JEWISH
SETTLERS—ALONG WITH THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF
PALESTINIANS. FEAR COMES FROM IGNORANCE—PREPARATION AND CALM
CONFRONTATION COMES WITH KNOWLEDGE.
Those of you who would proclaim that "God would not speak of these things"
are most foolish indeed. God cares greatly for you of His own beingness--OF
COURSE HE WOULD SPEAK OF THESE THINGS AND WARN YOU OF YOUR
IMPENDING HAZARDS. WOULDST A FATHER SEND HIS SON INTO THE LIONS
DEN IF HE KNEW THE LIONS AWAITED THE UNSUSPECTING CHILD? YOU
ONES MUST BEGIN TO LOOK VERY CAREFULLY AT THOSE WHO TELL YOU TO
WITHDRAW FROM THESE WRITINGS AND PROCLAIM THEM DANGEROUS AND
FEARMONGERING UNTO YOU—YOU HAVE MUCH GOING ON ABOUT YOU OF
WHICH YOU ARE AWARE THAT MIGHT WELL BRING RIGHTFUL TEAR"--THAT
WHICH YOU KNOW NOT MIGHT WELL BRING TOTAL TERROR, TOO LATE!
There seems to be a great misunderstanding in that it is perceived that these
bringers of truth are making some millions and millions of dollars for their
works. Nay, they all remain thousands and thousands of dollars in the arrears
for their investment in your ability to gain this truth. They have gained no
reward except slings and arrows—they have only further depleted all they
have in material goods. Even the Expresses are running consistently "in the
hole" and are carried by the senders. For you who disbelieve—check out
printing and mailing costs.
The ones of you who send letters and samples unto others and unto
"newsletters" and "papers in publication" are blessed indeed, for the help is
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beyond the ability to express in words of gratitude. The "author" is not to be
centered upon—space man, human—truth is truth is truth and distractions
must be set aside in favor of the pure logical reason presented. PROOF IS ALL
ABOUT YOU! IN EVERY SEGMENT OF EXISTENCE—PROOF IS ABOUT YOU!
In this writing, I will give you no backup writings for I intend to do a full
Journal on the above described subject so that you might begin to receive
some assistance regarding what you might begin to "do". First you must have
insight into the problem prior to solutions. I can only offer it unto you--you
will decide that which you will accept and that which you are willing to do in
order to pass gently through this period of confusion. We force nothing upon
you--not even the reading of the material--our accepted mission is to make it
available to the best of our ability and yours is to do with it that which you
will.
In love and Light in the service of God and The Creation I take my leave from
this segment and place the positive energy of the Lighted hosts upon the
words that they might be received in purity.
I AM Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Commander, Intergalactic Federation. I serve
in the Lighted Brotherhood of Man. So be it and I salute you as a brother in
the service of Creator Source. If you are coming into the belief of "aliens"
then I most sincerely urge you consider the possibilities at hand! SALU

3/11/1990

SANANDA

Esu Sananda to visit with you ones for a while. The path is filled with
confusion and you are not given to see. It is to insure your security that
causes you ones of my faculty to be kept in the "semi-knowing". You shall
prevail in the challenge, for man, armed with truth, can Come into his own
inheritance and march unto his goal. You ones who are in the writing and
printing of the word are experiencing the efforts to stop you---even unto the
most absurd of manners. This is not of psychic fortune-telling---ye will make
of your own fortunes and ye can be in the foreknowing if ye will but face 'whit
it is ye seek and do. No more and no less.
Ones who have been in communication with astral beings are finding, very
often, that the beings were not truly of the lighted realms but rather,
perpetuators of the false myths. These ones are compelled to do all in their
power to dissuade you from your work. As the example with the dear ones
from New Mexico. It does not work well to simply denounce--that has proven
to gain even more attention to the truth---so, let us stop the writer, is the
next (as well as the first) thrust.
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As in the instance with the effort at rest and separation from the resource of
truth--i.e., sever communications for fourteen days at the advice of some
"unknown" entity who calls himself a Master. These energies already know
you receive from God and THE Master Teacher so who would have authority
to require you to speak not with us? The hope is to pull down confidence
within your conscious selves that your contacts are not valid. The facts are,
however, that if anyone suggests such a thing--you can be quite positive that
your resources are indeed truth and valid and the thrust is to cause you to
turn away in doubts.
As the truth becomes more similar to super science fiction you ones will
become more questioning of your own sense of disbelief---therefore, you
must have come into your foundation of stability upon the rock, which I am,
that you do not break in the confrontation of truth.
I am most humbly grateful for the participation of ones who &hare the
beginning journey with resources upon which the foundation of our work can
be begun. I give great appreciation unto one who has allowed the setting up
of the institute which can be the heart cell of our work and the receiving
placement of the Journal's rewards to be distributed in ever widening circles.
It will allow ones who hold the "keys" of knowledge regarding apparatus to
begin' to function again, in properness.
The projects already planned shall find fruition for it must come to be in its
proper sequence for we plan no communes for ones to sit and twiddle and
indulge selfish "me-ness". Rewards shall be great and sharing shall be the
central focus but not as other "communes" have structured the socio-political
systems. We are about our Father's work and the system must function in a
most human physical world. To mentally dwell with God is indeed fine--but
you ones tend to forget--God dwells within thee! That means that as long as
you dwell in the human format--God must also function in the physical format
for that is His chosen experience.
You need not concern yourselves with the building of anything in the etheric
realms---there are billions of energies who construct in perfection in the
etheric planes. Why would you appoint yourselves in the density of physical
format to presume to build in realms of your total ignorance? You must build
and perform in action to impact and requalify the truth of your own
experience--in a most physical manifestation. It is through your works upon
your own placement that determines your progress through the schools of
perceived passage of soul journey.
Beware of those who preach "mystery schools" and "having keys to the magic
or mystery realms"---God is no secret and God does not give keys unto a
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selected few--he gives forth and those, who are willing, pick up of the key
and open the locks. You have mastered life when the "how-to's" are
irrelevant. You will move forward and the "how" will become evident, but you
must be in motion lest the goal be too big or too distant.
Beware of all "secret" so called truths, given only unto the few--for you must
realize, chelas, that the "few" have given their own wishes and desires unto
self that they might hold of their lofty positions as self-proclaimed. This is
why you do not know of this scribe—there are no secrets and she holds them
not unto herself but pens the words and they can then go forth unclouded by
need for physical ego hoarding. All ones must come into balance with that
which we give forth for you have been trained by human ego projections
upon you to be tended and ordered about, governed and manipulated by
ones who have "assumed" their placement of power for they have convinced
you that you are not capable. Therefore, you do not study nor even object as
your very "knowledge" and education capabilities are removed from you--you
sit and wait for "them" to tell you what you must do--at the point of a gun.
You forget that if you do not start of a journey it is certain that you shall not
arrive. Yes, making "no" decision is already having made a decision. And,
giving your decision into the hands of another will not be an accepted
"reason" at the point of "judgment" of YOUR journey. Excuses will not count
when confronting thine own God within on passage day! You will always get
exactly that which you expect---good or bad, consciously or unconsciously.
OTHERS CAN STOP YOU TEMPORARILY, ONLY YOU CAN DO OF IT
PERMANENTLY! It is, however, indeed truth that most ones are willing to
work, only if they can start at the top and work up! Little do they realize that
from the willingness to start at the very bottom--they are already in
achievement of the top.
Heed not those who try and try and try--trying and "effort at", are not the
same. Trying provides two excuses-1-an excuse for not doing and an excuse
for not having. There are actually only two things which you have in life-"reasons" or "results"--reasons are most often excuses and therefore reasons
are not counted in the ending--only the results and you have no way to
measure your success or failure according to the rule stick of God. If you hold
back because somehow you feel constantly misled or mistreated, you must
know that you are fully cooperating with the treatment and have given over
control unto another to do that which they will with you. Further, if you worry
constantly about that which might be and wonder and worry over that which
might have been—you will ignore that which IS. To break out of your prison,
you must first realize that you are incarcerated. The latter is the purpose of
the Journals thus far---to show unto you that you are indeed, incarcerated,
and begin to allow you to understand that you have the power to escape the
bindings.
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You can worry until the ending trumpet but you will have missed the point of
experience---worry comes directly from the belief that you are powerless
instead of all-powerful. If you grow into maturity then you will have come
into the realization that you are no longer being deceived nor taken in by
one's self. You will come into honesty with self for the sake and morality of
honesty and not because honesty is the "best policy", for if you base honesty
upon being the best policy--then your honesty is corrupt. If you worship at
another's truth then you shall always be separated from the glory of selfwherein God dwells. Harken unto the ones who share truth and show the
way---pay not heed to those who tell you it IS the way through anything
other than the glorious self. The Laws of God and The Creation are perfection,
therefore, if you abide by those laws ye shall have perfection for God is
within---not without and therefore truth is brought into balance from within--not without! Listen to teachings always from within thine own heart cell for
another's truth is his--only that which is yours--is yours! YOU ARE THE
ONLY TEACHER YOU WILL EVER HAVE---PONDER THE TRUTH OF IT. If
you do not know what direction to take, you have not acknowledged where
you are!
Since YOU are the cause of everything that happens to you--be most careful
of that which you cause for in fact, there is no actual right or wrong--only
consequences. You can have everything in life that you want--if you will help
enough other people get that which they want. At any time in your journey
that you care not for the games people play--turn away and make up thine
own games--for the winning or losing will be yours to hold, not another's.
Strange things occur during a journey of truth unto balanced passage, one is
to realize that you have no choice but to feel what you are feeling---the
choice comes in changing the mind regarding it. If you have lived to simply
make yourself important---notice how unimportant you have actually
become!
If your life is not working the way you perceive you want it to be--look
carefully and you will see that you are lying. There are but three kinds of
people in the ending; those who make things happen, those who simply
watch things happen---and the ones who haven't the slightest idea what is
happening. Learn that which is truly happening and you can change of it. As
you go about thine searching be cautious indeed for if you think something
outside of yourself is the cause of your problems, you will err in looking
outside of yourself for the answers. Dear ones, in the physical life journey
you will never "have it all"--that would be like trying to eat once and for all.
Can you not realize that all unhappiness is caused by perception and
comparison? Ye can only be that which ye perceive yourself to be. Your
success is measured only by your ability to complete things and the more
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clear you are on that which you want, the more power you will have and you
must hold uppermost in all thy senses—GOD DOES NOT MAKE FAULTY
PRODUCTS. If you have problems, so what, solve them so that they no
longer annoy you—confront them in truth, sanity and reason and solve
them—they, too, shall pass. Hold my hand and walk with me for I am sent as
the way shower to heal of thine life through showing you the way of truth. I
come again as Sananda—healing life-source, that you can be lifted up and
walk in wholeness and perfection—you dawdle in the mud puddles when you
could traverse the heavens to touch of the stars. Can ye not accept of your
perfection?
This scribe nor these bringers of the word of truth set not themselves above
or beyond other--they simply are the couriers of Aton Creator to remind you
of your perfection. Ye need of no interpreters nor mediators--your soul knows
of that which is truth if ye will be harken. Share of the truth of the word and
your heart will blossom into glory for thine brother knows he is sick and
weary. You who turn to substances to change and shroud of the mind --when
you find that life is destroyed and you can no longer face the addictions or
the drugs which you depend upon to hide you from yourself---you will change
back into "reality" and remove yourself from the ranks of the walking dead.
There is a fine solution and a "bad" solution to every problem--you just don't
keep enough reserves of good solutions in your larder. The choice is always
yours! What kind of choices do you make?
If you cling unto the security that you perceive you have, if it be not of
Godness--then ye shall doubtlessly miss the journey into abundance and
success--ye shall simply remain clinging to that which might have been for
from the cradle unto the grave of physical man—THERE IS NOT SECURITY
SAVE THAT WHICH IS OF THE SOUL DESTINATION. ALL ELSE IS BUT A
FLEETING MOMENT OF PERCEPTION OF CHANCE AND YOU MUST MAKE OF
YOUR CHANCES.
I do not plan to speak in riddles--I do plan to speak in thoughtful truth. I am
come to bring my Father's people home unto him—are you one of mine
family or not? The eleventh hour approaches----what is your "happiness"
level of measure this day? If it be not full and filled with peace, I suggest you
give the Lighted path a chance—what possible loss could you sustain
therefrom? Perhaps ye shall gain of the Kingdom!
Beware the secret orders for they are filled with people who lay the rules and
limits and then keep the rules from you by their own pronouncements. You
need no priests, ministers, lawyers, judges nor go-between interpreters to be
with truth and God—YOU CAN HAVE NO GO-BETWEEN BETWEEN SELF AND
SELF--PONDER IT! YOU HAVE BECOME PEOPLE OF THE LIE AND 'TIS TIME
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YOU COME INTO THE TRUTH OF THE WAY IT IS AND NOT AS YOU ARE TOLD
IT MUST BE!
Your journey will be as good or as bad as you make of it for God Creator has
granted that reasoning freewill gift unto you--thy measure of the journey is
what ye have done with the gift. If ye send out bigotry--ye shall reap of
bigotry against thine self. If you send out love and giving--it shall flow a
hundred fold back unto self--it is the law of the universe. If ye plant of corn-ye will reap of corn, sow peace and ye must reap of peace--ye have been
about sowing of the lie and now comes the harvest thereof--but it can be of
the last crop of thistles if ye refuse to further plant of the beast's seeds. The
harvest is at hand---YE CAN CHANGE OF THE CROP. But first, you must
recognize of that which has been planted in your fields-did you plant it? Did
you allow use of your fields and allow another to plant his own crops in your
garden? Perhaps you need to take control of the planting within your own
fields lest there be naught to reap at harvest but abundant weeds. Look unto
thy European neighbors this day—the larders are bare and half a planet is in
starvation of body and soul--what is that YOU sow in your fields—or, do you
wait for another to tend of it for you? If you deny truth, then you are thereby
denying thine own talents—no decision is having made a decision--unfortunately! So be it—will ye miss of the lifeboat whilst ye await the
helicopter? 'Tis not likely thine salvation will come from the ones who have
perpetrated the slavery upon you. The slave master and trader are not likely
to set the slaves free! So be it and selah for the Word of God is the sword of
freedom--I AM 'THE WORD AND THE WORD SHALL GO FORTH UPON THE
WINDS AND WATERS OF THE PLANET THAT MAN CAN CHOOSE!
I release now, this scribe, that she might have rest. I bring the benediction of
the Totality of God that you ones might find clarity and sort away the
confusion--ask and ye shall receive--seek unto me and ye shall find of the
way for I am the Way, The Truth and The Light!
I AM SANANDA, ONE WITH GOD, ATON OF LIGHT, MOTHER/FATHER
CREATOR/ CREATION. WHO MIGHT YE BE?
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The latest (13th) Phoenix Journal is at the printer and will be ready for
shipment within a few days.
SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
"I scatter things from extra low frequency beams to counterfeit money via
German Nazis in the Antarctic funnelled through Japan and flooding your
markets because I desire to shock you into attention--and then we can take
the events in sequence that you can recognize the truth of the Journals."
"The twilight of the United States is guaranteed that it is humanly impossible
for the U.S. either to turn aside or to win a war with the Soviets, for instance-and that is only for starters. Only a miracle could do that--do you deserve a
miracle?"
"You simply cannot believe the incredible weapons available for your
annihilation---." "--YOU ARE NOT FREE, YOU HAVE A POLICE STATE AND ARE
COMPLETELY CONTROLLED!"
"The Kremlin has committed itself to a step-by-step clearing of the decks for
war and so have your government participants who-work with them under
the covers. They have left you without even the ability to have a shelter
system in which to survive--YOU OF THE U.S. HAVE BECOME THE
EXPENDABLES. "THEY" CANNOT GET RID OF THE AMERICANS AS THEY ARE
GE1-1ING RID OF MANY AFRICAN AND THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES,
THROUGH FAMINE AND DISEASE, AND WEATHER AND DISASTER CONTROL
OH OH! HATONN HAS DONE IT NOW--WEATHER AND DISASTER CONTROL?"
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